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This is the thesis design for the master project ’Talk-
ing to Linked Data’. First will be explained what the
problem statement and context is and how the project
is related to other work. Next the research question
and the subquestions will be defined. After that the re-
search methods, which will be used, are explained and
in the last section a planning is made for the project.

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT & CONTEXT
The World Wide Web is a big information space (Jacobs
& Walsh, 2004), which includes diverse information.
Within this information there is useful information for
farmers in Africa. An example is Wikipedia, it contains
different kinds of general information, like medical, ge-
ographical and governmental information and informa-
tion about plants and trees (Foy, 2013).

Farmers in Africa cannot access this useful information
on the Web, because they have no internet access. Inter-
net access is more an exception than a rule. The cause
of this is that there is a lack of high-bandwidth Internet
connections and reliable power supplies, also buying a
Personal Computer is quite expensive (de Boer et al.,
2013). Even if they could have access to the Web, these
people are often low literate, which means they cannot
read the information on the Web. For example in Mali,
where the case study in De Boer et al. (2013) took
place, only 2.7% of the population has Internet access
(Group, 2012) and 31.1% is literate (UNESCO, 2010).

A solution to the literacy and internet access problem
is to provide voice-based access to the Internet by us-
ing the GSM network (de Boer et al., 2013). 2G mobile
phones are digital mobile phones that use this GSM net-
work (Fendelman, 2014). In Africa, the primary mode
of telecommunication is mobile telephony. A solution to
the data sharing problem could be to use Linked Data
(de Boer et al., 2013). Linked Data is suitable for shar-
ing information in developing countries, because it is
a very light-weight way to share, re-use and integrate
various datasets using Web standards such as URIs and
RDF (de Boer et al., 2013). The Linked Data version
of Wikipedia is DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2013). When
combining these solutions by developing an application

that provides voice-based access to Linked Data, one
can solve these problems all at once.

The hypothesis of this master project is that a voice
interface for Linked Data, like DBpedia, is an efficient
way to make data on the Web available to farmers in
Africa. Voice interfaces will namely solve the literacy
problem and DBpedia consists of properties, so the ap-
plication will not have to read whole chunks of text, like
when using Wikipedia. In this paper we see Wikipedia
and DBpedia as two different ways to make Wikipedia
information available. DBpedia extracts structured in-
formation from Wikipedia and makes this available on
the Web (Lehmann et al., 2013). This thesis will look
at how information on the Web can be made available
via voice interfaces on GSMs to farmers in Africa. Two
voice interfaces will be developed, one using Wikipedia
and the other using DBpedia. To compare these two
interfaces, a limited experiment will be done. For this
research the focus is on farmers in Africa, because they
now do not have access to the information on the Web.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Wikipedia Zero
Since October 2013, Wikipedia Zero is launched (Foy,
2013). Wikipedia Zero provides free access to Wikipedia
on mobile phones. It is made to provide access to
Wikipedia to people in sub-saharan Africa, who do not
have access to internet, but do have a mobile phone.
People first dial a number on their mobile phone. After
dialing the number, they receive a text message inviting
them to enter a search term. The user enters a search
term, after which a menu appears in which the user has
to clarify which Wikipedia article he is interested in.
When the user has chosen one of these articles, a menu
appears with the section headers of that article. The
user then chooses which section he wants to receive.
After that the user receives a text message with one
paragraph of the article. If the user wants to continue
reading he can reply to the text message.

Wikipedia Zero is related to this master project, be-
cause it also provides access to Wikipedia on mobile
phones without internet access. The only difference is



that Wikipedia Zero uses text messaging and in this
project voice interfaces are used to provide the infor-
mation to the user. In this project voice interfaces are
used, because the users are often low literate.

2.2 RadioMarché
RadioMarché is a web-based market information sys-
tem that stimulates agricultural trade in the Sahel re-
gion for local farmers of Non-Timber Forest Products,
like honey and tamarind (de Boer et al., 2012). It is
used to distribute up-to-date market information via
community radio in the area. The offerings are received
by a text message. This information is then manually
entered in a web form, after which it is accessible for em-
ployees of local community radio stations through the
Web or through a voice interface that is accessible on
first generation mobile phones. In De Boer et al. (2013)
the locally produced market data is linked to external
sources on the Web of Data. With this linked market
information, it is possible to plot local product offer-
ings on an interactive map or present external product
information to the user.

This project has made Linked Data available via voice
interfaces on mobile phones without internet. In this
master project the same will be done, except that it
will not be used to link market information, but to make
general information on the Web available to the user.

2.3 Siri
Siri is a voice assistant of Apple, which can be used on
Apple products, like iPhone, iPad etc. (Aron, 2011).
It uses voice recognition and natural language process-
ing, which enables Siri to understand natural language.
Users can for example check the weather and make an
appointment by asking aloud. Also it can make reserva-
tions on websites, because most web services now offer
applications programming interfaces that let apps feed
information to them. Siri is very specifically focused on
helping in particular domains.

A similarity between Siri and this project is that they
both provide information on the Web to the user using
speech. A difference is that this master project will not
make use of natural language input and will be available
to users with second generation mobile phones.

2.4 Screen readers
If a person is visually impaired, it is hard to travel on
the Web, because Web pages are made for visual in-
teraction (Goble, Harper, & Stevens, 2000). Therefore
visually impaired people use screen readers to access
the Web pages in audio. However, screen readers can-
not see the implicit structural and navigational knowl-
edge encoded within the visual representation of a Web
page (Yesilada, Harper, Goble, & Stevens, 2004). In
Yesilada et al. (2004) the Web pages are annotated
with a Travel ontology, which is aimed to encapsulate

rich structural and navigational knowledge about these
pages. With the Travel ontology concepts like header,
menu links, chunk, footer and copyright are annotated.
By annotating these concepts an overview of the page,
movement to the focus of the page, a structuring list
of links, for example a list of all the links on the home
page, so they do not have to read the whole page, and
elimination of repetitions, like the copyright and footer,
which are the same on every page, can be provided.

Screen readers are related to this project, because they
also provide information on the Web to a user using
audio. The way they extract and provide information
of the Web to the user, is interesting for this project. A
difference with this project, is that it does not provide
the information on mobile phones without internet.

2.5 Spoken Wikipedia & Pediaphon
Spoken Wikipedia is an audio interface for and devel-
oped by Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2013). Contributors
can record audio files and upload them to the articles.
This is a time-consuming process, and lacks some fea-
tures of the text based Wikipedia articles. Examples of
these features are actuality, it is impossible to change an
audio file directly after the text based article is changed,
completeness, it takes quite some time to record all arti-
cles of Wikipedia, objectivity, Wikipedia articles estab-
lish an objective view, an emotional interpretation of
an article may break this objectivity, and audio quality
(Bischoff, 2006). Pediaphon instead is a audio inter-
face for Wikipedia, that uses text to speech audio gen-
eration, which means it generates audio of Wikipedia
articles dynamically (Bischoff, 2006).

Spoken Wikipedia and Pediaphon are both audio inter-
faces for Wikipedia. In this project, Wikipedia will also
be made available using text to speech audio genera-
tion, like Pediaphon. A difference is that the interfaces,
developed in this project, can be accessed on mobile
phones without internet.

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The problem is that people in developing countries are
low literate and do not have internet access, but do
have a mobile phone. Wikipedia Zero only uses text
messages to provide access to Wikipedia articles. This
is not very handy for low literate people. Therefore, in
this research voice interfaces will be developed to pro-
vide Wikipedia articles on mobile phones to low literate
people in developing countries. Wikipedia information
is chosen, because 70% of the mobile accessed websites
provides general information, like the information on
Wikipedia (Schmiedl, Seidl, & Temper, 2009). This
leads to the following research question: How can in-
formation from Wikipedia efficiently be made available
using voice interfaces for GSM?

To answer this research question, different subquestions



are defined. The answers to these questions, will be used
to answer the research question. The subquestions are:

• What are the requirements of a good voice inter-
face for Wikipedia and DBpedia concepts?

• What are good methods for converting Wikipedia
and DBpedia concepts to voice interfaces?

• Is the voice interface for the DBpedia concepts bet-
ter than the voice interface for the Wikipedia con-
cepts?

4. APPROACH: CHOICE OF RESEARCH

METHODS
For this research project a literature study and require-
ments analysis will be done. Also a general algorithm
for converting Wikipedia concepts and a general algo-
rithm for converting DBpedia concepts will be devel-
oped. With these algorithms two voice interfaces will
be made, one for Wikipedia and one for DBpedia. The
two voice interfaces will be evaluated with user tests.

4.1 Literature study
First a literature study is done, to find out more about
voice interfaces, Linked Data etc. Also there is looked
into the pages of different Wikipedia and DBpedia con-
cepts of plants and trees, because for the voice inter-
faces, which will be made, only concepts of plants and
trees are used, to limit the scope.

4.2 Requirements analysis
Requirements analysis exists of three types of activi-
ties (Wikipedia, 2014). First requirements elicitation
will be done by doing a literature review. Next the re-
quirements will be analyzed, to see if they are clear,
complete, consistent and unambiguous, and resolve any
apparent conflicts. In the last activity, which is called
recording requirements, the requirements are documented.

4.3 Develop algorithms & voice interfaces
After searching for enough background information and
doing a requirements analysis, an algorithm will be de-
veloped to make a voice interface for general Wikipedia
concepts and an algorithm to make a voice interface for
DBpedia concepts. These algorithms are ways to make
voice interfaces for concepts in general, so no specific
concepts. When having such algorithms they can be
implemented in voice interfaces for specific trees and
plants on Wikipedia and DBpedia. For the user tests
two voice interfaces will be made. One voice interface
will be for Wikipedia using one algorithm and the other
interface will be for DBpedia using the other algorithm.
This means, there is a Wikipedia and DBpedia version.

4.4 Evaluation

After developing the two voice interface versions, these
interfaces will be evaluated with user tests. Each par-
ticipant will test both versions.

4.4.1 Participants
For the user test 12 students will be needed. The partic-
ipants will use the Wikipedia version and the DBpedia
version. None of the participants should have any prior
experience with these voice interfaces for the Web.

To calculate the minimum sample size per group for the
two-tailed student t-test, first the anticipated effect size
with Cohen’s d has to be calculated (Soper, 2006). To
calculate Cohen’s d, the assumption is made that if the
participants need three minutes for the Wikipedia ver-
sion then they will need one minute for the DBpedia
version. Also the standard deviation within the groups
is assumed to be 0.5. This results in an effect size (Co-
hen’s d) of four. The desired statistical power level is
0.95. The minimum sample size per group, which is
calculated with the Cohen’s d and the desired power
level, is three. Because there are four groups, as will be
explained in section 4.4.3, 12 participants are needed.

4.4.2 Domain
For this experiment the domain will be scaled down to
plants and trees, to limit the scope of the experiment.
To test the voice interfaces the participants receive a
question set consisting of three questions, which re-
quires the participant to find certain information about
a certain plant or tree. The answers to these questions
can all be found within the information provided in the
different voice interfaces. Example questions are:

1. How many proteins does a potato contain?

2. Of which dishes are cereals an ingredient?

3. Is the maize plant a flowering plant?

4.4.3 Procedure
For the user tests there are two question sets. If the
participant has found the answer to a question the par-
ticipant should immediately hang up the phone. The
time it takes to find the answers to the questions of a
question set with a certain interface will be measured.
Two question sets are used, because then the partici-
pant will not get the same questions for the two ver-
sions he has to test. The participant will namely test
the Wikipedia and DBpedia version. When doing the
same questions for both versions, this could influence
the results. After the participant has tested the two
versions, a short survey has to be filled in about which
interface they found easier to use.

The participants are randomly assigned into one of four
groups. The groups will differ in the order they test
the different versions and in the question set they get



for each version. This to prevent that the order of the
versions influences the results. Two of these groups will
first test the Wikipedia version and the other two groups
will first test the DBpedia version. The four groups are:

• First Wikipedia version with question set 1 and
then DBpedia version with question set 2;

• First Wikipedia version with question set 2 and
then DBpedia version with question set 1;

• First DBpedia version with question set 1 and then
Wikipedia version with question set 2;

• First DBpedia version with question set 2 and then
Wikipedia version with question set 1.

4.4.4 Material
The voice interfaces will be made on the developer voice
application platform Voxeo Evolution (Corporation, 2014).
For developing the voice interfaces VoiceXML will be
used, which is a standard voice application language
(Mecanovic & Shi, 2005). The input will be DTMF
(Dual Tone Multi-Frequency) key input and for the out-
put it will return speech, made with speech synthesis.
To program the algorithms, PHP and SPARQL will be
used, PHP as a programming language and SPARQL
to make search queries. To call the interfaces, a Skype
or real telephone will be used, because it then is more
real than using Skype on a computer. Also a working
telephone or internet connection is needed.

5. PLAN: PROPOSED TIMELINE
In Appendix A table 1 is the proposed timeline of this
master project. The tasks mentioned in table 1 are ex-
plained in table 2 of Appendix A. In period four, there
will be worked less on the project, because next to the
project there will be two courses of 6 ECTS. In the even
weeks a meeting with the master supervisor is sched-
uled. If more meetings are necessary, an extra appoint-
ment will be made by e-mail.
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Period Week Task Deadline Fulltime / Parttime

2

48 Project approval Parttime
49 Thesis design Parttime
50 Thesis design Project approval Parttime
51 Thesis design Parttime
52 (Christmas break) Thesis design Parttime
1 (Christmas break) Thesis design Parttime

3

2 Thesis design Parttime
3 Thesis design + presentation + try making base application Parttime
4 Requirements document + presentation + try making base application Parttime
5 Requirements document + presentation + try making base application Thesis design Parttime

4

6 Thesis presentation Thesis presentation -
7 Requirements document -
8 Requirements document -
9 Requirements document + Design algorithms -
10 Code + Application + Design algorithms -
11 Code + Application + Design algorithms -
12 Code + Application + Design algorithms -
13 Code + Application + Design algorithms -

5

14 Code + Application + Design algorithms Fulltime
15 Code + Application + Design algorithms Fulltime
16 Code + Application Fulltime
17 Code + Application Fulltime
18 Code + Application Fulltime
19 Code + Application Fulltime
20 Pilot experiment Fulltime
21 Pilot experiment Fulltime
22 Code + Application Applications Fulltime

6

23 Experiment Fulltime
24 Experiment Fulltime
25 Experiment + Results Results Fulltime
26 Final report draft (Discussion + Conclusion + Abstract etc.) Draft 1 Fulltime
27 Final report draft Draft 2 Fulltime
28 Final report Final report Fulltime
29 Final presentation Final presentation Fulltime
30 Fulltime
31 Fulltime



Table 2: Subtasks
Task Subtasks

Project approval

Decide on application
Register project on wiki
Let supervisor sign project
Submit signed printout to Onderwijsbureau FEW

Thesis design + presentation

Literature survey
Problem statement + context
Decide on research question + subquestions
Research design
Thesis plan
Thesis presentation

Requirements document Develop requirements document (capabilities of application)

Design algorithms
Design high level call flow
Design low level call flow
Develop detailed design document

Code

Code the VoiceXML
Write prompts
Write grammars
Write scripting code
Preliminary testing (analysis)

Application Update VoiceXML, prompts and grammars to VoiceXML platform

Pilot experiment
Test with few callers first
Monitor logs, identify problems and optimizations and tune application as required

Experiment
User tests
Write results section

Final report Add abstract, discussion, conclusion etc.
Final presentation Final presentation


